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2 Overview 

 
Nearly 60% of IPOs completed between 2011 and 
2013 included at least one non-GAAP measure. 

 

Effective communication with the investment 
community is critical to getting the right valuation at the 
time of your IPO, and for many companies, this means 
using a variety of key performance indicators (KPIs) to 
explain past performance and future expectations. When 
determining appropriate KPIs to utilize, companies often 
begin with historical financial amounts and layer on 
various adjustments. Such financial KPIs are known as 
non-GAAP measures (NGMs). By adjusting historical 
financial statement amounts, NGMs eliminate the 
impact of certain items or events, and are often used to 
convey management's view on the underlying financial 
performance of the company. NGMs are also used to 
supplement the reported US GAAP financial results and 
frequently are used by third parties, such as investors 
and analysts, who find them useful in understanding and 
benchmarking a company against its peers. 

The effective use of NGMs in  
an IPO 
IPOs give companies an opportunity to reinvent 
themselves. NGMs are a commonly used tool, that when 
used effectively, help companies to shape the way they 
are viewed by the investment community. 

PwC reviewed over 400 IPOs completed between 2011 
and 2013 and found that nearly 60% of the IPOs 
reviewed included at least one NGM. The most common 
NGMs were based on earnings before interest, income 
taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA), having 
been included in 65% of filings that included NGMs. 
When used EBITDA was frequently subject to further 
adjustment with Adjusted EBITDA appearing in 46% of 
reviewed filings. The seven most frequently appearing 
NGM’s are listed in figure 1, however, it is of interest to 
note the wide variety of NGMs in use, with 22% of IPOs 
using a NGM that appeared in less than 2% of filings. 
Many companies, particularly those in industries like: 
Asset Management, Real Estate, Banking & Capital 

Markets, Entertainment, Media & Communications, 
Technology and Oil & Gas, choosing to define their own 
NGMs, or modify those used by other companies, 
making it hard to compare NGMs from one company to 
the next. 

A company’s use of NGMs may change over the life-cycle 
of the business. For example, in a pre-IPO scenario, 
EBITDA multiples are used as a major valuation metric, 
especially in private equity backed IPOs to disclose 
leverage, often alongside revenue multiples and 
occasionally EBIT multiples. Young and growing 
companies that are attractive IPO candidates are often 
unprofitable at the capital raising stage so EBITDA may 
be considered more meaningful than price-earnings 
(P/E) multiples. After completion of an IPO, and as the 
company matures, there tends to be increased investor 
pressure to produce earnings and manage growth. It is 
post-IPO that companies often shift to a P/E multiple 
and an earnings per share (EPS) measure of valuation. 

Figure 1: Most common NGMs used in IPOs 

Based upon IPOs completed between 2010 and 2013 

 

Note: Figure 1 won't total to 100% as many IPOs include more than 

1 NGM. 
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NGMs in practice - a deeper look 
Our research showed the majority of IPOs, almost 60%, included NGMs and when used, companies typically limited the 
amount of NGMs to three or less. We found that approximately 95% of IPOs with NGMs included three or less NGMs in 
their filing.

Figure 2: Number of NGMs used in IPO filings 

Based upon IPOs completed between 2010 and 2013 

 

NGMs have many different uses and objectives. 
Companies often believe that NGMs provide meaningful 
insight into a company's liquidity, cash flow, and 
operating performance. For example, EBITDA is a 
measure which often is used as an indicator of a 
company's profitability on a basis comparable to other 
companies. Adjusted EBITDA is also utilized to assess 
liquidity. In these situations the NGM must be 
reconciled to cash flow from operations. 

Companies often make additional adjustments to 
EBITDA to eliminate the impact of activities outside of 
the normal course of business, such as restructuring or 
impairment charges, and to eliminate the impact of non-
cash transactions, such as equity based compensation. 

Figure 3. Common EBITDA adjustments 

Based upon IPOs completed between 2010 and 2013 

 

Note: The percentages shown in Figure 3 will not total to 100% as 

there are often numerous adjustments made to EBITDA.  
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Many common KPIs are not NGMs. For example operating 
or statistical measures such as unit sales, employee 
headcount, shipments, registered users and clicks are not 
NGMs. Ratios and statistical measures which use financial 
measures calculated in accordance with GAAP or other 
financial measures required by GAAP, the SEC or other 
regulator are also excluded from the SEC’s NGM rules. 

Of the reviewed filings that included Adjusted EBITDA 
as a NGM, over 70% included an adjustment for stock, 
share or other equity based compensation. Other 
common adjustments related to impairment, acquisition, 
restructuring & reorganization impacts, foreign currency 
along with impacts from items labelled by management 
as non-recurring or unusual.  

The research also indicated a wide diversity in 
adjustments made by companies, which adds further 
complexity when trying to compare Adjusted EBITDA 
from one company to another. In addition to the 
common EBITDA adjustments noted above, 80% of the 
time at least one other adjustment to EBITDA was made. 
These adjustments ranged from management fees to 
accretion charges (i.e. accretion of preferred stock, 
accretion of discount on asset retirement obligations, 
etc.) to income or losses from discontinued operations.  

Adjustments to EBITDA can be determined at the 
discretion of the Company, as evidenced by the number 
of filings with adjustments categorized as “Other.” This 
impacts comparability between companies as EBITDA 
adjustments, as well as the transactions they relate to, 
can vary significantly from company to company. 

Adjusted EBITDA is commonly used across all industries 
however some industries such as Asset Management, 
Real Estate, Banking & Capital Markets, Entertainment, 
Media & Communications, Technology and Oil & Gas 
have developed other common NGMs in addition to or 
instead of Adjusted EBITDA. 

 

 Industry Specific NGMs Examples 

Asset Management: Core earnings, Core funds from 
operations, Distributable earnings, Cash available for 
distribution, Economic net income (ENI), Fee related earnings 
(FRE) 

Real Estate: Funds from operations (FFO), Adjusted funds 
from operations (AFFO), Cash available for distribution (CAD), 
Net Operating Income (NOI), NOI from continuing operations 
before lease termination fees, Property NOI 

Banking & Capital Markets: Pre-provision pre-tax net 
revenue (annualized) to risk weighted assets, Economic net 
income margin percentage, Tangible common equity to 
tangible assets, Interest rate spread, Tangible book value 
efficiency ratio, Economic net income (ENI) 

Entertainment, Media & Communications: Restaurant 
level EBITDA, Restaurant level EBITDA margin, Theatre level 
cash flow, Broadcast cash flow 

Oil & Gas: EBITDA excluding exploration costs (EBITDAX), 
Cash available for distribution, Present value of estimated 
future oil and gas revenues net of estimated direct expenses 
(PV-10)  
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NGMs often provide useful information about 
operating results and enhance Management’s overall 
assessment of financial performance including 
identifying operational trends, the ability to meet 
future obligations and compliance with debt 
covenants. 

NGMs are used by a variety of parties, often for different 
purposes, including: 

Figure 4: Users of NGMs 

 

Management 
Many companies use NGMs in an effort to present 
management's view as to how it assesses ongoing 
business performance and compares it to historical 
results. 

NGM’s are used by management to obtain comparable 
measures of financial performance based on normalized 
operational factors, by eliminating the impact of 
company specific capital structures, capital investment 
cycles and age of related assets among otherwise 
comparable companies and in terms that are relevant to 
investors. 

Management also uses NGMs as a means of 
communicating with the investment community, 
including analysts and rating agencies. 

As a result, NGMs can be a key input in management’s 
ability to make decisions regarding future spending, 
budgeting, resource allocations and other operational 
decisions. 

Investors 
Large-scale institutional investors such as pension funds 
and hedge funds may use NGMs to compare competing 
investment alternatives. 

The ability to rank investments in similar and 
meaningful terms, may allow the investors to allocate 
funds with more confidence as they design and construct 
investment portfolios. Broad-based NGMs such as 
EBITDA and free cash flow provide a picture of a 
company's ability to operate profitably, to survive 
shocks, to repay obligations in a timely manner, to build 
a fund for acquisitions and to pay dividends. 

Analysts 
Equity research analysts provide coverage on various 
industries and companies. They rely on a wide variety of 
broad and industry-specific NGMs to rank and support 
their investment recommendations. The primary end-
user of analyst reports is the investment community. 
They therefore desire to express their recommendations 
in terms of NGMs in a meaningful manner as they reflect 
fundamental measures of relative value. Analysts as a 
community also perform valuations and describe 
individual companies and industry sectors using non-
GAAP multiples (e.g., EBITDA multiples). 

Investment banks 
Even though investment banks provide a range of 
services to companies seeking to go public, the ultimate 
end-users of their efforts are the investment community 
as they seek to make investment decisions. Investment 
banks have long been enlisting NGMs, especially 
EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and other relevant industry 
specific measures to compare and contrast their clients 
against competing issuers and industry benchmarks.  
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As part of an IPO, many companies also restructure the debt component 
of their capital structure. Corporate debt product providers, such as 
commercial banks also utilize EBITDA but in addition may look at non-
GAAP cash-flow measures such as operating cash flow and free cash flow 
to determine ability to repay obligations on a timely basis. As such, these 
cash flow NGMs are commonly included as part of covenants within debt 
agreements.  

Rating agencies 
Rating agencies use NGMs when determining the credit-worthiness of a 
company and the investment grade of their debt. NGMs provide rating 
agencies the ability to compare companies to their peers, while excluding 
the impact of nonrecurring items. NGMs also allow rating agencies to 
focus on specific factors that may impact credit rating, including cash 
flows, liquidity, solvency and other measures that are used to evaluate a 
company’s credit-worthiness. 

Competitors 
In an effort to manage their business, both from a financial and strategic 
perspective, companies will often keep close watch on the performance of 
competitors. The use of common NGMs allow competitors to accurately 
gauge their business performance against peers, potentially providing 
meaningful data on how to best mitigate the threat of a competitor’s 
business model. 

 

 
NGMs are used frequently by 
analysts, investment banks, rating 
agencies & competitors, amongst 
other users, in order to compare 
companies, competitors and peer 
groups. However the definitions 
and applications of NGMs can vary 
widely. Thus, great care must be 
taken when making comparisons 
from company to company.  
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The SEC encourages companies to be consistent in 
their use of NGMs in external communications -- 
e.g. company websites, earning releases, investor 
meetings, industry conferences, credit rating 
agency presentations and SEC filings. 

There are three basic presentation and disclosure models 
that govern the use of NGMs as exhibited in Figure 6 
below. Determining which model to apply depends on 
where the NGMs are presented. Later in this section we’ll 
cover each in more detail. 

In a Compliance & Disclosure Interpretation (C&DI) 
issued on January 25, 2010, the SEC provided 
interpretative guidance on the use of NGMs in SEC 
filings. The Staff’s interpretive guidance related to the 
presentation and disclosure of non-GAAP performance 
measures that exclude the effects of recurring items. The 
interpretation clarifies that the SEC’s rules prohibit a 
company from labelling a charge or gain as “non-
recurring, infrequent or unusual” when there was a 
similar item during the prior two years or when it is 
reasonably likely that a similar item will arise during the 
next two years. However, this prohibition only applies to 
how the adjustment is labelled; it does not establish a 
blanket prohibition on disclosing non-GAAP 
performance measures that exclude recurring items. The 
guidance states that companies may make adjustments 
(even for recurring items) if they think the adjustments 
are appropriate and consistent with the SEC’s rules. 

Figure 5: Hierarchy of Requirements 

  

While all three presentation and disclosure models use 
the same definition for NGMs, there are distinct 
differences in preparing and disclosing NGMs. The three 
models (in order from least to most restrictive) are: 

 Regulation G (Reg G) 

 Instruction 2 to Form 8-K 2.02 ("8-K 2.02") 

 Regulation S-K 10(e) (“ Reg S-K 10(e)”) 

Reg G is applicable to all public non-GAAP financial 
measure disclosures (e.g. oral, telephonically, press 
release, internet, etc.). The overarching disclosure 
requirement of Reg G is that a NGM should not be 
misleading, either by itself or in connection with 
accompanying information. In addition, Reg G requires 
that a non-GAAP financial measure be accompanied by: 

 The most directly comparable GAAP measure, with 
equal prominence; and 

 A reconciliation of the differences between the NGM 
and the most directly comparable GAAP measure. 

8-K 2.02 is applicable when material non-public 
information regarding a completed fiscal year or quarter 
is disclosed externally and “furnished” to the SEC on 
Form 8-K (e.g. a quarterly or annual press release). In 
addition to the provisions of Reg G, 8-K 202 requires 
incremental disclosure of: 

 A statement disclosing the additional purposes, if 
any, for which management uses  
the NGM; and  

 A statement disclosing the reasons why management 
believes that the NGM provides useful information 
to investors. 

Reg S-K 10(e)

8-K 2.02

Reg G
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Reg S-K 10(e) is applicable to information “filed” with 
the SEC (e.g. registration statements, Form 10-K or 
Form 10-Q). In addition to the provisions of both Reg G 
and 8-K 2.02, Reg S-K 10(e) generally prohibits the 
following: 

 Excluding charges or liabilities that require cash 
settlement from non-GAAP liquidity measures – 
except for when EBIT or EBITDA are used as 
liquidity measures (see example comment in next 
section); 

 Adjusting a non-GAAP performance measure to 
eliminate or smooth items identified as non-
recurring, infrequent, or unusual when (1) the nature 
of the charge or gain is reasonably likely to recur 
within two years or (2) there was a similar charge or 
gain within the prior two years; 

 Presenting non-GAAP financial measures on the face 
of the GAAP financial statements or in the 
accompanying notes; 

 Presenting non-GAAP financial measures on the face 
of any pro forma information required to be 
disclosed by Article 11 of Regulation S-X; and 

 Using titles or descriptions of NGMs that are the 
same or confusingly similar to GAAP titles 
(e.g., referring to EBITDA as “operating earnings”). 

SEC Comment Letter Trends on 
NGMs 
The Staff governs the use of NGMs through the comment 
letter process and the following examples are indicative 
of comments commonly seen in IPO filings. As 
illustrated by the examples, the SEC often insists on 
robust disclosure to accompany the NGMs. It is also 
possible for the SEC to request that the calculation of a 
NGM be modified or the NGM be removed from filing if 
they view the NGM as misleading. 

Example comments regarding disclosure 

"We note your revised disclosure in response to prior 
comment [redacted]. Please further revise to include a 

statement disclosing the reasons why your 
management believes that presentation of each non-
GAAP financial measure provides useful information to 
investors regarding the registrant’s financial condition 
and results of operations. See Item 10(e)(1)(i)(C) of 
Regulation S-K."  

"In all instances where non-GAAP financial measures 
are presented, please provide the page reference where 
the reader can find explanations and definitions for the 
non-GAAP financial measures, how management uses 
the measure and why management believes it is useful 
to the information." 

“Please discuss that there are measures other than free 
cash flow to measure long-term financial stability and 
that free cash flow may be calculated differently from 
the company's measure of free cash flow." 

Example comments regarding managements use of the 
NGM and its calculation 

"We note your response to our prior comment 
[redacted]. The revised disclosure in your filing 
indicates that the adjusted EBITDA measure used in 
connection with your credit facility is not adjusted for 
management fees. In presenting the adjusted EBITDA 
measure shown in your filing, please tell us how you 
considered the guidance per Item 10(e)(1)(ii)(A) of 
Regulation S-K which does not allow for the exclusion of 
charges that require cash settlement from non-GAAP 
liquidity measures." 

 “We note your use of the non-GAAP measure Adjusted 
Consolidated Segment Operating Income, which 
excludes, among other items, online marketing expense. 
It appears that online marketing expense is a normal, 
recurring operating cash expenditure of the company. 
Your removal of this item from your results of 
operations creates a non-GAAP measure that is 
potentially misleading to readers. Please revise your 
non-GAAP measure accordingly. Refer to Rule 100(b) of 
Regulation G." 
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Build the selection of NGMs into 
your IPO project plan 
As companies plan for an IPO, among the many choices 
they must make is how to utilize NGMs in their IPO 
filings and in discussions with potential investors. Use of 
the right NGMs allows companies to highlight key facts 
and circumstances and position themselves to the 
investment community.  

However, while NGMs can be a key tool during an IPO, 
companies should carefully consider the costs and 
benefits associated with the usage of NGMs. The SEC 
will closely review the basis of calculation and level of 
disclosure. The investment community will expect 
consistent usage of the NGMs utilized in an IPO during 
periods subsequent to the IPO. Thus, appropriately 
identifying these items early in the IPO planning process 
is critical. In a worst case scenario improper usage or 
disclosure around NGMs can lead to unanticipated cost 
and delay in the company’s IPO process or have a 
negative impact on the company’s share price after its 
IPO. 

Support the effort with effective 
project management 
Many companies underestimate the time, complexity, 
and costs associated with transforming from a private 
company to a public company. To avoid falling into this 
trap, savvy companies rely on sound project 
management at every stage of the IPO process and a 
thorough IPO readiness assessment to help them 
navigate the pitfalls and challenges. 

To coordinate the process, successful IPOs use project 
management resources to help management as they 
build the IPO plan, keep task lists, monitor progress, 
project delivery dates, identify gating issues, and keep 
decision making on track. The selection of NGMs should 
be included in the IPO plan. 

Perform a thorough IPO readiness 
assessment 
An IPO readiness assessment can help identify the best 
NGMs for a company to use in addition to assessing the 
level of effort required to produce and utilize those 
NGMs. An IPO readiness assessment can also help a 

company identify potential big-pictures issues, cope with 
the challenges related to the additional costs of both 
going and being public, and possibly prevent 
embarrassing “deal-killer” surprises late in the process.  

It is never too early to start planning. Achieving a 
successful IPO requires connecting many pieces of a 
complex puzzle, some of which are outside of the control 
of company management and its stakeholders. 
Identifying the areas where management can take 
control and ownership of the IPO process and its 
aftermath is a critical first step toward capitalizing on the 
potential for growth and the other benefits of being 
public.  

The advantages of using an IPO 
advisor 
Today’s volatile environment and fierce competition for 
capital compels you to be ready when the IPO window 
opens. An advisor can reduce surprises, improve 
efficiency, and reduce time to market that can enhance 
market confidence in your company’s management and 
brand equity.  

As companies prepare for an IPO, significant time must 
be spent on how to market themselves to potential 
investors. An IPO advisor can help companies 
benchmark themselves against peers and help to better 
understand how their industry is viewed within the 
investment community, including which NGMs to use in 
their IPO filing. 

Leveraging the technical depth and diverse IPO 
experience of the right advisor can put a company in the 
best position for successful going public and being public 
transformations. 

Additional insights from PwC on 
NGMs  
For perspective on how the investment community views 
NGMs please refer to “Non-GAAP financial measures: 
Investor and analyst perspectives (August 2014)”, part 
of the PwC Insights from the Investment Community 
series.  

For perspective on how to get more out of NGMs please 
refer to “Non-GAAP financial measures: Enhancing 
their usefulness”, part of PwC’s Point of View series. 
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